Union-Endicott's Remza completes Seven Summits

Eric Remza has reached the highest point on six continents. The only peak he hasn't reached is the 18,510 foot Mount Elbrus in Russia.

The top prize

On the summit of Mount McKinley in Alaska. For more photos of Remza, go to pressconnects.com/photos.

VESTAL GRADUATE ERIC REMZA
CHILDHOOD DREAMS PAVE THE WAY
FOR A GLOBE-TROTTING CAREER AND
PLACE HIM AMONG ELITE CLIMBERS

By Kevin Hogan | khogan@gannett.com

His ascent toward some of mountaineering's greatest achievements didn't begin with a specific goal. Rather, as Eric Remza tells it, a seed was planted at Vestal High School.

“I was seven or eight,” Remza said. “Some of the kids at school and my brother, they were going to go on expeditions as a mountain guide. I didn't begin with a specific goal. Rather, as Eric Remza tells it, a seed was planted at Vestal High School.

“Tigers score four quick touchdowns

By Kevin Stevens

Through three snaps of the football, the Tigers had scoring runs of 59 yards by Dan Davis and 46 yards by Sammy Davis Jr. — Bash and Bash, respectively. Oh, as for the latter? Pulling guard Josh Paugh is virtually guaranteed a standing ovation and half-a-dozen records...